I, Vipin Dhakad (180110094) hereby declare that if selected as sports secretary, I will do my best in improving sports culture of hostel and performance of hostel in GCs.

Motivation:

* To explore different sports and create contacts with champions.
* Want to improve sports culture and learn management from it.

Initiatives:

* Introduce skates & skateboard in sports inventory.
* Installation of magnetic chess and carrom board in lounge.
* Introduce sophies vs seniors fest.
* Introduce net in box cricket field.

Equipment and Maintenance

* Ensure lights are properly installed and are in good condition in fields.
* Ensure condition of nets in cricket, football field.
* Ensure that pool table, TT table, carrom board are in good condition.
* Ensure sports equipment are available and are in good condition throughout the year.
* Ensure appropriate cleaning and maintenance of all fields with the help of maintenance council.

General championships:

* Ensure proper trails/practice for GCs in the practice slot.
* Ensure all team meet for team sports.
* Ensure proper refreshment are provided to the players during Gcs.
* Ensure availability of first aid kit during GCs.
* Will make sure that photos are clicked in GCs.
* Ensure hostelities are well informed about performance in GCs.
Intras:
* will conduct intras of football, cricket, chess, TT, tug of war, carrom, pool, fooseball.
* Ensure suitable incentives is given to winners of intras.